Patriots for Truth

AIM throws down the gauntlet with Q

This note was left under a recent audio on YouTube (https://youtu.be/BQkQ3QBHW1c).
If you know Q, send him-her-they-it our way. You might say that Yoda sent you (https://aim4truth.org/2017/02/19/source-of-the-force-secret-behind-star-wars-inspiration/). Wink.
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2 thoughts on “AIM throws down the gauntlet with Q”

Ron Spence says:
March 31, 2019 at 9:46 pm Edit
If Q was really concerned about truth and justice, one would think that the Q would heartily agree to join forces. United we stand divided we hang. Can Q imagine the forces that would be created in a union?
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Roland Weissel says:
March 31, 2019 at 10:58 pm Edit
Reblogged this on rittervonrost (https://rittervonrost.wordpress.com/2019/04/01/aim-throws-down-the-gauntlet-with-q/).
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